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FLYING TIMES
The Official Newsletter of the Valley RC Flying Club

PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
by Chester Williams

This month I’m going to focus on 
safety-related issues:
#1:  Helicopters.  There are more 
helicopters at the field today than there 
were a year or two ago.  I think this is 
wonderful, but they bring their own set 
of issues and concerns.  The one I want 
to address now is flying behind the flight 
line.  Many years ago I was interested in 
helicopters but didn’t know how to go 
about it until a young man named Scott 
Todd moved into the area.  He taught 
me how to fly, and the learning process 
involved lots of hovering practice and 
other close-in work.  There was no 
problem when we were alone at the 
field, but hogging the runway just didn’t 
cut it when others were around.  After 
much discussion with several club 
members it was decided that the best 
place for this kind of flying is behind the 
flight line at the far end of the pit area 
(i.e. the south end).  It is not acceptable 
to fly in or over the central pit area or at 
the near end (north end) of the pit area.  
The reason for not flying over the central pit area should be obvious, and the north end is off 
limits because pedestrians and vehicles pass right by there.  Just don’t do it!
#2:  Spread-Spectrum Radios.  Many people are getting these radios and I will probably have one 
myself before long.  Unfortunately, this means that people aren’t bothering to use frequency pins.  
Technically, you don’t need a frequency pin because these radios don’t operate on a fixed 
frequency and because there’s no AMA or FCC rule that mandates their use.  However, there are 
a couple of very good reasons to use pins.  REASON #1 – It’s a good habit to do so.  I doubt that 
anyone in the club is using spread spectrum equipment exclusively.  This means that you’re 
probably using 72mhz and 27mhz radios too.  If, due to breaking this good       (continued page 3) 
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Now that we have our newest 
addition at the field, there have 
been some questions about it--
what is it, where did it come from, 
did it fly, can it fly, and so on. I'll 
try to give a little history of the 
beast to settle the curiosity.
Anyone who was at the 2007 swap 
meet at Weyers Cave is bound to 
have seen it. I saw it and became 
somewhat intrigued with the 
thing, and after some negotiations 
with the seller, went home with a 
fuselage, two wings, (one with 
bullet holes in it) and two engines.
What it is/was, was a MQM-143, 
RPVT (remotely piloted vehicle 
target) built by Continental 
RPV's. In 1983, Continental RPV's 
became the prime contractor to 
supply the U.S. Army's National training Center at Ft. Irwin, Ca with aerial targets representing 
Soviet aircraft. The aircraft at the field is actually a 1/5 scale Sukhoi Su-25 Frog Foot. I painted it up 
in U.S. Air Force markings. Looking at it, it seems to mixture of several US planes. ( The Soviets 
were experts at copying out stuff !) Forward of the air intakes resembles the F-102/106 series, the 
high wing is similar to the A-7 corsair, and the rear somewhat resembles an F-4 Phantom.
Below is an excerpt from the internet describing the capabilities of the drone.
"Continental RPVs' scale targets are launched pneumatically from a mobile zero-length launcher, 
and are recovered by a skid or belly landing (optional modification for parachute recovery is 
possible). Control is via a hand-held remote control, and the latest models include a GPS waypoint 
navigation system for autonomous flight. Control range is about 3 km (1.9 miles). Mission 
equipment (up to 9 kg (20 lb) for the 1/5th scale models) can include all sorts of radar, IR and visual 
augmentation devices, scoring systems, and MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement 
System) equipment. With MILES there is no need to fire live bullets at the target, because the air-
defense systems used for training are equipped with low-energy lasers, which are "fired" at the 
target. When the latter's hit indicator detects a laser pulse, it will give visual hit feedback (e.g. a 
smoke trail). The RPVTs can also be fitted with AGES (Air-to-Ground Engagement System), 
which provides a "shoot back" capability using an eye-safe low-power MILES laser."
Pretty impressive capabilities for 1980's stuff. Anyway, I spent the last year, on and off fixing the 
thing up and hopefully reinforcing it enough to where it will stay atop the pole for years to come. 
The engine on the front was removed and a nose cone fashioned out of plywood and foam. 
Ailerons and elevators were glued in place. The fuselage was completely stripped  (continued page 3) 

WINDS OF CHANGE
By Randy Ryman
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and  reprimed and painted. The wings and 
stab were filled, sanded and sealed and 
primed. the entire plane has many coats of 
high gloss exterior paint, hopefully making it 
fairly waterproof. I guess time will tell. It was 
actually flown 3 channel-throttle, ailerons and 
elevator. The fuselage is fiberglass, the wing 
and stabs are sheeted foam 
surfaces, sheeted with very 
thin aircraft ply or obeechi 
wood, I'm not really sure 
which. The thing had all 
sorts of electronic gadgets 
in and on it when I got it, 
most of which I no idea 
what the purpose of it was. 
I still have most of it if 
anyone that knows 
electronics would like to look at it. What it 
had that is useable is a smoke pump with the 
electronics to turn it on and off from the 
transmitter, Hobbico 1/4 scale servos, two 
Power Bee engines,and some extension leads, 
etc.
So, on March 21, with the help of Dave 
Burgess, Dan Myers and Mike Meffert, we 
managed to wrestle the beast to the top of the 

pole. All openings around the wing and stab 
saddle were sealed with caulking to prevent 
water damage. While it doesn't look like 
much holding the plane up, it is supported by 
two flange type ball bearings with a 3/4" shaft, 
which allows the plane to turn into the wind. 
The fuselage is heavily reinforced inside. The 

bottom bearing can be seen 
from the ground. It is 
bolted to a 2 x 10 which is 
bonded to the bottom of 
the fuselage. The shaft 
actually goes all the way to 
the underside of the wing, 
where it is supported by 
another bearing bolted to 
another 2 x 10, which is 
bonded to the fuselage in 

several areas to distribute the load. The shaft, 
which is 36" long, extends down in the pole 
22", so 16" is above the pole into the aircraft.

If I must say so, I think it adds a nice touch to 
the field.

Randy

WINDS OF CHANGE (continued  #om page 2)

habit, you fail to obtain a pin when using non-spread spectrum equipment you could cause a crash 
resulting in property damage and possibly bodily harm.  REASON #2 – It sets a good example for 
newcomers.  If we don’t use the pins consistently we are sending a message to these folks that it’s 
not necessary, which could lead them to not use the pins resulting in a shoot down.  This is not 
good!
#3:  Sunday Flight Training.  Instructor-led student pilot training is perfectly acceptable on Sunday 
afternoons.  For the record, at the last monthly club meeting it was unanimously decided to allow 
Sunday training.  This vote wasn’t really necessary, but was done so that there would be no 
confusion or misunderstanding about it.  As with any other day of the week, however, there are 
times on Sunday afternoons when training flights are not a good idea.  One such time is when there 
are a lot of other people flying.  Another such time is when it’s windy.  It’s up to the experienced 
judgment of the instructor to determine if it’s okay to fly.

That’s it for now.  Have a good April.  See you at the meeting.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT (continued #om page 1)

Photo: via Jane's
1/5th scale MiG-27 (MQM-143A)
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BLUE SKIES...
A reminder to new pilots and pilots in training; stay in 
close touch with your instructor. A consistent effort to fly 
with your instructor each week is much better than a hit 
and miss season of flying. Most new pilots can achieve 
their solo certificate with approximately 6-8 1-1.5 hour 
sessions. It depends on the individual and skill level 
coming in. If you have the means, get yourself one of the 
new Flight Simulators and practice with that on rainy days 
or when you have some spare time. The simulator can help 
create visual hand and 
eye memory that is a 
real plus when you 
begin your actual R.C. 
training with your 
instructor. The most 
popular simulators are 
(Real Flight) and 
(Flight One) both are 
available right here at 
our local hobby stores. 
Over the years I've 
heard so many folks say
"tried it once, 
crashed...never went 
back". Very 
understandable that 
people get discouraged 
trying to learn to fly 
without any help. 
Today we have some 
very advanced 
technology that almost 
always assures the new 
pilot of being successful. 
What is a (buddy box)? A buddy box is two radios linked 
together with a cord run betwen them. The instructor has 
split second control over both radios by pressing and 
releasing a spring toggle switch on the command radio. I 
have trained quite a few pilots with this system since 
returning to the hobby and it works very well. We used to 
have to hand a radio back and forth and sometimes in a 
big hurry to avoid that ugly crash. Those days are gone and 
I am very glad for that. We spend a good deal of time, 
effort, money on our aircraft...the last thing we want to do 
is crash them. Crashes do happen, but with today's 
advances they are rare and most times not fatal.
A word about (trainer) aircraft. There a new systems out 
like the Mustang (PTS) Progressive Trainer System and 
they work very well. There is a bit of a draw back trying to 
train with a warbird. Warbirds tend to need a little more 

speed to keep them flying particularly on the landing 
approach it has a tendency to hurry the instructor and the 
student a bit more than is necessary. If you are a first time 
flyer and doing your very first round of flight training you 
might want to consider starting out with a high wing 
aircraft. There are many choices. One of the best I've 
found so far is the Avistar trainer. It has very good habits 
and you can set the throws to do some 3-D flying later on 
after you've advanced through your

training to that level. 
You don’t want to be in 
a hurry while you are 
trying to learn to fly. 
People that are (coming 
back) to the hobby after 
an absence might want 
to hook up with an 
instructor just for some 
refresh flying, just to 
get back in the saddle. 
Once you've learned to 
fly, your brain and 
muscles
will not forget it, they 
just need to be 
reacquainted with the 
movements again. We 
may also ask pilots 
coming from another 
area or another club to 
demonstrate a 
(proficiency of flight) 
just for safety's sake. 

That can really just consist of the pilot starting his 
aircraft, flying around the pattern a few times doing a few 
landings and of course demonstrating he/she observes the 
standard safety practices required in R.C. flying.
We are a fairly large club and people do come and go 
somewhat, it is important we maintain a standard for safe 
flying. At our field we have the added responsibility of the 
public watching us fly from a close distance. We need to 
take their safety into consideration also. If we practice the 
basics of safe flying the details tend to get taken care of 
also.
Lets all be safe pilots, help the new people, and have 
another great summer with Valley R.C. Flying Club.

Blue Skies,
Aaron Swindle
Field Marshal
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Items to Pack for a Day at the Field:
By Tim Blankenship

I thought it would be nice since the flying 
season is kicking off to provide a cheat sheet 
for those of us who seem to forget 
something at the house everything we arrive 
at the field.  So listed below are my 
recommendation for your trips to the field.  
This information comes out of my flight 
training manual and you have not seen one, 
check with the flight instructors and read 
theirs sometimes.  Makes for great late night 
reading or on a windy Sunday afternoon.  At 
one time I had a laminated card stock with 
these items listed on it and the older I get 
the more I realize I need to go back to that 
system.  If you are a beginner flyer, listed below are the things you are going to want to 
bring with you to the field.

Airplane and Wing!
Radio
Fuel
Rubber Bands #64
Hat
Sunglasses
Sun Screen
Chair
Snack and Drinking Water
Small note pad
Glow Driver
Extra glow plugs and props
Chicken Stick
Fuel Bulb or pump
Assorted wrenches & screw drivers
First Aid Kit
Cleanup materials (cleaner and towels)
AMA Card
Clear tape
Student Pilot – Bring Flight Training Record

  I have also included a check list (page 6).  Just 
like on the real airplanes a preflight should be 
done on your airplane each and every time 
before you take off for the day.  A post flight 
check is not a bad thing either.  Even more 
important that a pre-flight check is conducting a 
pre-maiden flight check.  If you do a good job of 
checking your plane before it flies for the first 
time, you can eliminate a lot of problems on the 
airplane and stress to the pilot as well.  Follow 
the list religiously and don’t take short cuts just 
because you arrive at the field late and the sun is 
going down quickly. Take your time and you will 
be increase your chances of having a successful 
first flight.  
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Pre-Flight Checklist for Maiden Flight Airplane 

GENERAL  

___  Wheel size – no less than 2 !” main wheels 

 on grass runway 

___  Wing and tail alignment – use a piece of 

 string as a field check  

___  CG – Fore/aft and lateral balance 

___  All connectors are tight – look for fuel tubing 

 on connectors also 

___  Name or AMA number on plane 

 

STRUCTURAL 

___  Look for breaks, cracks and warps on the 

 structure 

___  Check covering for adhesion – no holes or 

 loose areas 

___  All hinges are secure (ailerons, flaps, 

 rudder, and elevator) 

___  Landing Gear secured 

___  Center Section of Wing is reinforced 

 

RADIO and BATTERY 

___  Obtain Frequency PIN 

___  Radio and Battery are wrapped in foam and 

 secured 

___  Antennae wire on RX is fully extended 

___  Radio range check 

___  Radio trims set and control are centered 

___  Buddy box is working – Futaba no battery 

 and no crystal  

SERVOS and CONTROLS 

___  Check all control surfaces for binding and 

 proper direction throws 

___  Check nose wheel for correct orientation 

___  Check all servos are properly mounted 

___  Check for broken connections 

 

ENGINE and TANK 

___  Engine is mounted securely (firewall and 

 mounts) 

___  Prop secured to engine – no nicks, cuts, or 

 breaks 

___  Spinner is secured – no cracks, or prop 

 touching 

___  Firewall area is fuel proof 

___  Tank and fuel lines are not kinked  

___  Engine has been broken in – had at least 

 two (2) tanks of fuel 

 

Notes:__________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ 
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I thought it would be a good idea for everyone to see exactly what's in the lease - including 
the care and maintenance of the property. ~ Chester

Lease ~ Continued on page 6
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Product Review

UMB .40 - Weather Proof  Trainer
The Silly Planes, UMB 40 is intended as an easily built weatherproof trainer; 
Perfect for stormy April flying. The instructions are excellent as are the supplied 
materials. The parts fit together exceptionally well but some minor fitting may 
be required. 

The kit also includes wheels, giant red umbrella, spinner, tank, motor mounts, 
all wheel collars needed and even fuel tubing. 

In good weather the optional Mary Poppins actuator is attached to an 
available channel to function as crash avoidance device.

Specifications

 • Wing Span: 70 in (178 cm)
 • Wing Area: 900 sq in (5806 cm²)
 • Length: 56 in (142 cm)
 • Weight: 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)
 • Engine: .40 2 - stroke
 • 4 Servos required


